
SUMMARY:   Sources say that we are back on track, and we expect the 800 numbers today or tomorrow. 

Artmeister; Friday the release of codes w/in parameters was done; then authorization of security was done. Expect a 

green light to be given by Tuesday USA time.  

 

The Newsletter Update Skype room has now been limited to posts only from me, meaning these updates.  So, if you have 

hesitated to go there because of difficulty in finding the updates, that problem should have been resolved.  Posts are still 

in IDC in the evening.  The following link will allow you to join if you are already a Skype member, or get a temporary 24 

hour guest pass if you are not.  https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6  

 

If you are already a member of Skype, or even if you are not, you can view this link to see how easy it is to join the above 

skype room and receive these documents: https://support.skype.com/en/faq/FA34572/how-do-i-join-a-skype-

conversation-using-the-link-i-received   IF YOU DO NOT JOIN SKYPE, YOU WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY UNENROLLED 

AFTER 24 HOURS. 

 

Please feel free to share these newsletters.  They are a product of Global Genius Trust www.ggtrust.com .  Thanks for 

those who send in materials for publication.  You can find these newsletters in Intel Dinar Chronicles each evening.  Go 

to this link  https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com   and in the SEARCH box in the right upper corner, type in “Dan’s 

RV/GCR Update” and the date you are looking for, or something similar.  The search engine should return a link such 

as Dan's GCR/RV Highlights for October 6, 2018   or perhaps 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/10/dans-gcrrv-highlights-for-october-6-2018.html  

 

AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via 

investing your time and/or investing money now.  I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com  titled: “Project 

Funding NOW”.  We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment.  Do not 

have funds to invest?  You can help us find investors.  My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com  or Skype: 

JASEGUROLA  

 

Tuesday, October 16, 2018 

Operation Disclosure: GCR/RV Intel Alert for October 16, 2018 
RV/INTELLIGENCE ALERT - October 16, 2018 

 

(Disclaimer: The following is an overview of the current situation based on intelligence leaks received from several 

sources which may or may not accurate. Other confirmed sources may also be included in this overview.) 

 

The Cabal's existing power structure is doomed in the event of an RV. 

 

The reported assassination attempt on Putin, and the spying issue with China are retaliatory moves by the Cabal to 

disrupt the transition. 

 

The BRICS Alliance and Republic White Hats are preparing for another purge operation on the Cabal. 

 

"Destroy the seed of evil, or it will grow up to your ruin." ~ Aesop 

 

Full GESARA compliance with all countries must be accomplished. 

 

The old fiat financial system is rigged to collapse. 
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Once the collapse occurs, the QFS will be brought in followed by GESARA to reduce public chaos. 

 

Public chaos during the collapse will be unavoidable. The goal is to reduce the amount of public chaos as much as 

possible during the transition. 

 

All currency holders worldwide will be given the opportunity to redeem their currencies before public chaos erupts 

during the collapse. 

 

The redemption event (RV) will be vital to creating humanitarians worldwide to aid those in need during the collapse. 

 

The old system must be destroyed to make way for the new. 

 

"You can't build a new house on lot with an existing old house." 

 

The transition begins with the collapse. 

 

Source: Operation Disclosure 

 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/10/operation-disclosure-gcrrv-intel-alert_16.html?m=1  

 

 

************ 

SARA M; 10-14-18 Comments/notes on the recent Artmeister call: 

Here is a brief recap of the Intel on the call; if you want the recording itself you will need to send an email to the address 

at the very bottom of this message requesting the recording access info.  

 

Friday the release of codes w/in parameters was done; then authorization of security was done. Expect a green light to 

be given by Tuesday USA time.  

He doesn’t think we will have the November elections. He expects we will have temporary martial law while they are 

arresting everyone; then they will have new elections for the Continental Congress. Per GESARA guidelines, they will 

have a legal, proper election. 

Then PT (Philip Tilton) read out a long article which went into all the unseen faces that are behind all of the constructs 

woes. (The provider of these notes thinks the article was a recent James Gilliland one.) 

The above was everything that was said on the call but, if you want to hear the article PT read, then 

write to  info@pemf.us  to request the replay and recorded call access info will be sent to you. 

*************** 

 

 

Sara; This reminds me that putting our funds toward grassroots projects-- investing in the "little people"-- is likely to be a 

very effective use of our funds... 

The Boy Who Harnessed The Wind 
 

William Kamkwamba, born in a village in 

Malawi, was 14 years old when he became 

fascinated with the idea of building a 

windmill after looking at a book on energy 

at a library he frequented when his family 

could no longer afford the school fees. 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/10/operation-disclosure-gcrrv-intel-alert_16.html?m=1%20


  

Although he could not read the English text, 

he gleaned enough to build a crude windmill 

that produced 12 volts and powered 4 lights, 

bringing electricity and a water pump to his 

impoverished, famine stricken village. 

 

This is an astounding modern day fairy tale, 

and in this video our hero William tells us 

how it all happened. 

 

6 min Video: 

http://www.nextworldtv.com/page/9552.html  

 

Wow, great story. Thanks Sara. I sure hope that we bring more lights and internet to Africa, and develop more minds, 

rather than more doggie homes.--dle 

 

 

 

7 Signs our Consciousness is Shifting to Higher Dimensions 
Published by awakening5dhealing  October 10, 2018 

  

Seeing truth everywhere, processing darkness and somehow staying in the light, to align with a calmer reality? When we 

wake up spiritually our consciousness expands. We come online as energetic beings. Our timing on planet earth is 

neither accident or coincidence. If these words resonate know you are not crazy or alone. We can feel like we are on a 

different wavelength from everyone else, struggling to understand ignorance and denial…. 

https://awakening5dhealing.com/2018/10/10/7-signs-our-consciousness-is-shifting-to-higher-dimensions/ 

 

 

A FOLLOW UP POST ABOUT CANADIAN MILITARY AT BORDER BRIDGE IN RURAL CANADA 

 

Tuesday, October 16, 2018 

"Re: Military Securing Strategic Bridge in Canada" by (Anonymous) - 10.16.18 
Entry Submitted Anonymously at 12:10 PM EDT on October 16, 2018 

 

"Military Securing Strategic Bridge in Canada" by (Anonymous) - 10.15.18 

 

The military have now moved away from the bridge to a large flat open area on higher ground that cannot be seen from 

the bridge, and no personnel obvious now near the bridge. There are several large and small tents pitched in rows 

making a camp, at least a dozen vehicles including trucks and an armored personnel carrier parked there, and there have 

been 3 helicopters overhead just this morning. There are groups of men in uniform that seem to be standing around 

waiting for orders. 

 

The conclusion in the grocery store is that this must be a training exercise, but it is significantly more than we have seen 

before, and people seem surprised but so far not overly alarmed at their activities. No explanation why they were at the 

bridge yesterday with weapons drawn, even though they did not stop the traffic. If they were intending to stay more 

than a few days there are large community buildings that they could have occupied with winter fast approaching. 

 

I will keep an eye out, but will only submit further posts if something makes me conclude that this is not just a training 
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exercise, after all. I was hoping to see cabal getting intercepted as they try to run from justice, especially as this small 

town and it's bridge are very strategic geographically, but not today, I guess. 

 

Anonymous 

 

 

Black Conservative Patriot: TRUMP: SESSIONS TO BE ACTIVATED AFTER 

MIDTERMS! [POTUS Schools Lesley Stahl in 60 Minutes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQkazYKZ1BQ 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQkazYKZ1BQ

